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STATEMENT OF THE CASE

A hearing was held in the above styled claim on December 18, 2007, in

Fort Smith, Arkansas. A pre-hearing  order was previously entered in this

case.  However, prior to and at the commencement of the hearing, the

stipulations and issues had so drastically changed to the point where the prior

pre-hearing order was effectively useless.

Therefore, the following stipulations  have been offered by the parties and

are hereby accepted:

1. On all relevant dates, including October 12, 2006, the relationship

of employee-self insured employer-third party administrator

existed between the parties.

2. On October 12, 2006, the claimant earned wages sufficient to

entitle him to weekly compensation benefits of $488.00 for total

disability and $366.00 for permanent partial disability.

3. On October 12, 2006, the claimant sustained compensable injuries

to his neck, low back, and right knee.
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4. There is no dispute at the present time over medical expenses

incurred to date.

5. Respondents have accepted liability for a 20 percent permanent

physical impairment to the claimant’s right leg and will pay

appropriate benefits, together with a controverted  attorney’s fee

to the claimant’s attorney.

By agreement of the parties, the issues to be litigated and resolved at the

present time were limited to the following:

1. Question of whether the claimant sustained compensable injuries

to his left knee and right shoulder in this employment related

incident on October 12, 2006.

2. Claimant’s entitlement to the payment of medical expenses for his

left knee and right shoulder difficulties.

3. Claimant’s entitlement to additional medical services for his neck

and low back.

4. Claimant’s entitlement to additional temporary total disability

benefits from June 7, 2007 through a date yet to be determined.

In regard to these issues, the claimant contends that he also sustained

compensable injuries to his left knee and right shoulder in the employment

related accident of October 12, 2006.  He seeks medical treatment for these

injuries.  He also seeks additional medical treatment for his admittedly

compensable neck and low back injury. Finally, he contends he is entitled to

temporary total disability benefits for the period beginning  June 7, 2007, and

continuing through a date yet to be determined.

In regard to these issues, the respondents have apparently denied that

the claimant sustained compensable injuries to his left knee and right shoulder
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in the employment related accident of October 12, 2006, and have controverted

his entitlement to any benefits attributable to these injuries.  The respondents

further deny that the claimant requires any additional medical treatment for his

compensable neck and low back injuries and deny that he has been rendered

temporarily totally disabled, as a result of his compensable injuries, after June

7, 2007.

 DISCUSSION

I. ALLEGED LEFT KNEE INJURY

The first issue to be addressed is the question of whether the claimant

also sustained a “compensable injury” to his left knee in the employment

related accident of October 12, 2006.  The burden rests upon the claimant to

prove the occurrence of a physical injury to this portion of his body that

satisfies all of the Act’s requirements for a “compensable injury”.

The first of these requirements are found in Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-

102(4)(D).  This subsection of the Act mandates that the claimant prove by

medical evidence the actual existence of the physical injury alleged to be

compensable.  This subsection further requires that the actual existence of this

physical injury must also be supported by “objective findings”, as that term is

defined in Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-102(16)(A)(i).  

In the present case, the medical evidence presented fails to “establish”

the actual existence of any physical injury to the claimant’s left knee.  In fact,

the medical evidence presented fails to even mention any complaints with the

claimant’s left knee at all.  Further, the record fails to show any “objective

findings” (i.e.  or findings beyond the claimant’s voluntary control) that would

support the existence of any physical injury or damage to the claimant’s left

knee.  
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The claimant’s failure to satisfy this statutory requirement is fatal to his

claim that he sustained a compensable injury to his left knee in the employment

related accident of October 12, 2006.  Thus, any claim for benefits attributable

to such an injury must be denied and dismissed.

II. ALLEGED RIGHT SHOULDER INJURY

The next issue to be addressed concerns the claimant’s allegation that he

sustained a “compensable injury” to his right shoulder in the employment

related accident of October 12, 2006.  Again, the burden rests upon the

claimant to prove all of the statutory requirements necessary for an injury to

be considered “compensable”, under the Act.

As previously stated, the claimant must first prove the actual existence

of a physical injury or damage to his right shoulder by medical evidence.

Further, the actual existence of this physical injury must be based upon or

supported by “objective findings”.  Under Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-102(16)(A)(i),

objective findings are independently observed  physical findings that are beyond

the claimant’s voluntary control.

Unlike the claimant’s left knee,  the medical evidence repeatedly notes

complaints and  difficulties in the area of the claimant’s right shoulder.  The

initial records of Dr. Terry Clark (dated October 13, 2006) noted complaints of

pain and discomfort in the area of the claimant’s right shoulder.   On his

physical examination, Dr. Clark observed tenderness in the area of the right

trapezius muscle and posterior aspect of the right shoulder. At that time,  X-

rays of the claimant’s right shoulder were interpreted as showing degenerative

changes with inferior spurring at the acromioclavicular joint, but no fracture or

dislocation. On this basis he diagnosed the presence of a right shoulder

contusion and strain.
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The claimant was next seen by M. Darlene Abernathy, an APN at

Orthopaedic Associates of Arkansas in Hot Springs.  Again, complaints were

noted involving the claimant’s right shoulder.  On physical examination,

findings of tenderness in the region of the biceps tendon were also noted. The

claimant’s right shoulder was again x-rayed and interpreted as showing good

alignment with no evidence of fracture.  

The claimant continued in follow up by Ms. Abernathy. No diagnosis was

made of the etiology of the claimant’s right shoulder complaints.  It also

appears that on subsequent visits the only difficulties noted with the claimant’s

right upper extremity were opined to be radicular in nature, rather than from

any injury involving the right shoulder.  

On January 10, 2007, the claimant was ultimately seen by Dr. J. Kevin

Rudder, an orthopaedic surgeon at Orthopaedic Associates of Arkansas. At that

point, no record was made of any difficulties involving the claimant’s right

shoulder, and the focus of the claimant’s treatment appears to have centered

on his right knee injury.  

A bone scan was performed in May of 2007, at the request of Dr. Rudder.

Dr. Rudder subsequently noted that this test showed an asymmetric or greater

uptake radioisotope in the area of the right acromioclavicular (AC) joint.  Dr.

Rudder further indicated that this testing showed an uptake of radioisotope

everywhere including the shoulders, the elbows, the wrists, and the ankles.

This uptake is indicative of active inflammation which  Dr. Rudder attributed to

arthritis.  However, the actual radiology report of the full body bone scan by Dr.

M. Robbins, shows that the only asymmetric uptake over the claimant’s entire

body involved the right shoulder when compared to the left.  This asymmetric

or increased uptake was in the area of the right acromioclavicular joint.  Thus,
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this would be strong evidence of even more increased inflammation to this

particular area of the claimant’s body.

On February 21, 2007, the claimant consulted Dr. Thomas E. Cheyne at

the River Valley Musculoskeletal Center.  Curiously, Dr. Cheyne noted no

complaints or difficulties involving the claimant’s right shoulder and made no

diagnosis involving this area of the claimant’s body.  It appears that the

treatment provided the claimant at the River Valley Musculoskeletal Center

focused on his cervical and lumbar complaints.  

After consideration of the medical evidence presented, it is my opinion

that the medical evidence is sufficient to “establish” the actual existence of a

physical injury to the claimant’s right shoulder, at least in the form of a

contusion and/or possible aggravation of his pre-existing arthritis in this

particular area.  I further find that the existence of this physical injury is

supported by “objective findings” noted on the x-ray studies and bone scan. 

Thus, the claimant has satisfied the first statutory requirement for proving a

“compensable injury” to his right shoulder.

The claimant must next show that this medically established and

objectively documented  physical injury satisfies the definitional requirements

for a “compensable injury” that are set out in Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-

102(4)(A)(i).  These definitional requirements are:

(1) The physical injury must arise out of and occur in
the course of the employment.

(2) The physical injury must be caused by a specific
incident.

(3) The physical injury must be identifiable by time
and place of occurrence.

(4) The physical injury must cause internal or
external physical harm to the claimant’s body.
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(5) The physical injury must require medical
services or result in disability.

In order to satisfy the first three of these definitional requirements, the

claimant must prove the existence of a causal relationship between the

medically established injury to his right shoulder and the specific employment

related incident of October 12, 2006.  However, he need not prove the

existence of this causal relationship to an absolute or even mathematical

certainty. Nor, is it necessary that he show that the employment related

incident of October 12, 2006, was the sole or even “major cause” of his right

shoulder injury.  He need only prove that the employment related incident of

October 12, 2006, was a probable or likely contributing cause of his right

shoulder difficulties. This contributing cause can be in the form of an

aggravation of a pre-existing condition.  

There is no evidence that the claimant was experiencing any difficulties

with his right shoulder, prior to the employment related incident of October 12,

2006. However, the evidence  shows that following this incident the claimant

began experiencing sudden and immediate difficulties with this portion of his

body.  The record reveals that the employment related accident or incident on

October 12, 2006, occurred when the claimant was knocked off of his flatbed

trailer and fell to the ground, striking primarily on his right side. Clearly, the

force and trauma caused by this accident could logically have produced an

injury to the claimant’s right shoulder, particularly one in the form of a strain

or contusion. Considering the apparent pre-existing and ongoing arthritic

process with this joint, the trauma of this accident could logically and

reasonably have acted to aggravate this ongoing systemic  process.  The

presence of a new injury, or at least an aggravation of a pre-existing condition,

is supported by the bone scan results, which showed an increase in
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inflammation in the area of the claimant’s right shoulder, in comparison to the

base line level involving the remainder of the claimant’s various joints (including

his left shoulder).

 Thus, the claimant has shown that his right shoulder difficulties occurred

within a reasonable  period of time following the admitted employment related

accident on October 12, 2006, was logically attributable to this accident, and

the evidence shows no other equally reasonable or plausible cause for these

difficulties. These facts are sufficient to prove the existence of a casual

relationship between the claimant’s right shoulder difficulties, which have been

diagnosed as a contusion or strain, and the employment related incident or

accident of October 12, 2006.  By proving the existence of this causal

relationship, the claimant has satisfied the first three definitional requirements

of Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-102(4)(A)(i).

The claimant’s initial subjective complaints of difficulties with his right

shoulder and the increased inflammation in this area that was shown on the

nuclear bone scan, is sufficient to meet the requirements that the injury must

cause internal or external physical harm to the claimant’s body (either

temporary or permanent) and the requirement that this physical injury was of

sufficient magnitude as to reasonably require medical services.  Thus, the

claimant has proven the final two definitional requirements of Ark. Code Ann.

§11-9-102(4)(A)(i), in regard to his right shoulder injury. 

Therefore, I find that the claimant has proven that he also sustained a

“compensable injury” to his right shoulder in the employment related accident

of October 12, 2006.  It next becomes necessary to determine the nature and

extent of benefits to which the claimant would be entitled as a result of this

compensable injury.
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Clearly, he would be entitled to reasonably  necessary medical services

for this compensable injury.  At present, there does not appear to be any

additional medical services recommended for this compensable injury.  It

further appears that the expenses incurred for such medical services provided

prior to the hearing, either in the form of diagnostic studies or medical

treatment, have already been paid by the respondents.  There is no medical

evidence to indicate that any further medical services are necessary or

appropriate for this particular injury. A decision on the reasonableness or

necessity of any further medical services for this compensable injury must be

reserved, until such time that any additional medical services for this injury can

be identified.  

It also appears that the claimant has received temporary total disability

benefits for his other admittedly compensable injuries through June 6, 2007.

The medical evidence presented also fails to show that the claimant continued

within his healing period from the effects of his compensable right shoulder

injury after June 6, 2007.  Thus, he cannot be awarded any additional

temporary total disability benefits based upon his compensable right shoulder

injury, after that date.

III. ADDITIONAL MEDICAL SERVICES FOR THE CLAIMANT’S ADMITTEDLY

COMPENSABLE NECK AND LOW BACK INJURIES

The next issue to be addressed concerns the claimant’s entitlement to

additional medical services for his admittedly compensable neck and low back

injuries.  This issue is somewhat confusing in light of the stipulation that there

is no dispute over medical expenses for these admittedly compensable injuries.

However, I will assume that this stipulation applies only to medical services

received for these injuries prior to the hearing.  The burden rests upon the
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claimant to prove that any additional medical services he desires, which have

not been provided by the respondents, represent “reasonably  necessary

medical services”, as that term is used in Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-508.  In order

to meet this burden, the claimant must establish that any disputed medical

services are necessitated by or connected with his compensable injury and that

these services had a reasonable expectation of accomplishing the  purpose or

goal for which they were intended.

    The medical record shows that the claimant was under active medical

treatment for his compensable neck and low back injuries by Dr. Thomas

Cheyne of the River Valley Musculoskeletal Center from February 21, 2007

through May 23, 2007.  Dr. Cheyne diagnosed the etiology of the claimant’s

neck and low back complaints as strains of the cervical and lumbar spine.  He

provided the claimant with treatment for these injuries in the form of oral

medication, physical therapy, and the use of a TENS unit.  On May 23, 2007,

Dr. Cheyne prescribed further treatment in the form of lumbar trigger point

injections.  According to the claimant’s testimony, these latter services have

been denied by the respondents.  Although Dr. Cheyne released the claimant

to return to work within the restrictions set out in the April 2007 Functional

Capacity Evaluation (FCE), there is no indication that he released the claimant

from further active treatment.  Again, the claimant has been unable to return

to Dr. Cheyne for follow up, due to the respondents’ refusal to authorized or

accept liability for such medical services.

In his testimony, the claimant stated that Dr. Rudder (the orthopaedic

surgeon who treated him for his compensable right knee injury) suggested that

he see a back specialist, but that the respondents sent him to Dr. Cheyne.

Although Dr. Cheyne is not a board certified orthopaedic or neursurgeon, he is
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recognized as a “back specialist”.  The River Valley  Musculoskeletal Center,

which  Dr. Cheyne is associated , is an orthopaedic/neurological group.  For

many years, Dr. Cheyne has been retained by this group to provide

conservative care for musculoskeletal injuries, primarily those  of a non surgical

nature and general including  injuries to all parts of the spine.  I have found Dr.

Cheyne to be highly competent in this capacity.

After consideration of all the evidence presented, it is my opinion that the

claimant has proven by the greater weight of the credible evidence presented

that the treatment provided and recommended to him by Dr. Cheyne for his

admittedly compensable neck and low back injuries represent reasonably

necessary medical services under Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-508.  This expressly

includes the lumbar trigger point injections recommended by Dr. Cheyne and

any further follow up visits by Dr. Cheyne.  Pursuant to Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-

508, the respondents are liable for the expense of these additional medical

services.

IV.  ADDITIONAL TEMPORARY TOTAL DISABILITY BENEFITS

The final issue concerns the claimant’s entitlement to additional

temporary total disability benefits from June 7, 2007 through a date yet to be

determined.  Again, the burden rests upon the claimant to prove his

entitlement to these benefits.

First, the claimant must prove that he has continued within  his healing

period from the effects of one or more of his compensable injuries, on and after

June 7, 2007.  The duration of the healing period is a medical question and

must be resolved on the basis of the greater weight of the credible evidence

presented. The claimant continues within his healing period until he has

achieved the maximum benefit of time and medical treatment in the healing
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of the actual physical damage caused by the compensable injury.  Once this

underlying physical damage resolves or at least stabilizes, at a level where

nothing further in the way of medical treatment offers a reasonable expectation

of improvement, then the healing period has ended.  The mere continuation of

chronic symptoms, once the underlying physical damage has resolved or

stabilized, is not sufficient to extend the healing period.

The medical evidence shows that Dr. Kevin Rudder, the claimant’s

primary treating physician for his compensable right knee injury determined

that the claimant had reached maximum medical treatment for his compensable

right knee injury on June 7, 2007.  He released the claimant from active

medical treatment and directed him to return only on an as needed basis.  On

August 15, 2007, Dr. Rudder assessed a permanent physical impairment of 20

percent to the leg for the claimant’s compensable right knee injury.  Thus, the

claimant‘s compensable right knee injury would not form the basis for

continuing his temporary total disability benefits beyond June 7, 2007.

The medical evidence further shows that no active treatment has been

provided or recommended to the claimant for his compensable right shoulder

injury, on and after June 7, 2007.  The medical evidence presented shows that

this compensable injury was diagnosed as being in the form of a contusion or

strain of the right shoulder.  An injury of this nature would reasonably be

expected to have resolved or at least stabilized by June 7, 2007, which would

be almost 8 months following the injury.  This conclusion is also supported by

the absence in the medical evidence of any reported continuing complaints with

this portion of the claimant’s body.  Thus, this compensable injury would not

form the basis for an award of additional temporary total disability benefits on

and after June 7, 2007.
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Finally, the medical evidence does show that the claimant continued

under active medical treatment for his compensable neck and low back injuries

through May 23, 2007.  On May 23, 2007,  additional active  medical treatment

was recommended, including lumbar trigger point injections.  There is no

evidence to indicate that the claimant was subsequently released by Dr. Cheyne

for these  compensable injuries after May 23, 2007.  Rather, the evidence

indicates that the claimant has not received the recommended injections or any

follow up care from Dr. Cheyne for these compensable injuries, solely as the

result of the respondents’ refusal to provide such medical services.

Therefore, it is my opinion that  the medical evidence proves that the

claimant has continued within the healing  period from the effects of his

compensable neck and low back injuries from June 7, 2007 through a date yet

to be determined. Thus, the claimant has satisfied the first requirement for his

entitlement to additional temporary total disability benefits, on and after June

7, 2007.  

However, these compensable injuries are not “scheduled” under Ark.

Code Ann. §11-9-521.  The claimant must also prove that these particular

compensable injuries have continued to render him totally disabled from

performing all forms of regular gainful employment for which he is otherwise

qualified on and after June 7, 2007. After consideration of all the evidence

presented in this case, it is my opinion that the claimant has failed to prove this

fact.

The record reveals that the claimant is 59 years old. The claimant’s prior

work experience consists of truck driving for approximately the last 5 years,

managing a multi-level marketing and distribution operation for 10 years, and

the remainder of his work life farming.  The claimant appeared to be of average
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or above intelligence, a high school graduate, and completed 2 years of college

in engineering at Georgia Tech.  

According to the claimant’s testimony, he can sit and drive for 3 to 4

hours at a time, stand for 30 minutes to an hour (without his cane), lift

occasionally 25 pounds, and frequently lift approximately 8 pounds (i.e. a gallon

of milk). He also testified that he does various household chores, including

cooking, washing and drying clothes, etcetera.  

In April of 2007, an FCE (Functional Capacity Evaluation) was performed

on the claimant at the request of Dr. Rudder.  This test was interpreted as

showing signs of symptom magnification and inorganic responses to pain

symptoms.  As a result the examiner indicated that the test was unreliable in

determining the claimant’s  maximum capabilities. However, the claimant would

clearly be able to perform any employment that would be within the limitations

actually demonstrated. 

The evidence presented further shows that the claimant has made no

attempt to obtain any other type of employment.  Instead, he has  filed for

social security disability.  Clearly, this lack of apparent motivation to return to

employment makes a determination of the claimant’s actual employability even

more difficult.

I have no doubt that the compensable injury to the claimant’s right knee,

alone, has resulted in permanent restrictions that would prevent him from ever

returning to employment as an over-the-road truck driver.  However, on or

before June 7, 2007, all of the claimant’s physicians (including Dr. Cheyne) had

released  the claimant to return to employment within the restrictions set by

the FCE. The claimant’s level of intellectual functioning, education, and prior

experience in marketing and distribution would qualify him for a significant
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number of employment positions in the clerical and sales fields (including even

some management positions). Most of these potential employments would be

within the restrictions and limitations demonstrated on the FCE.  Further, these

types of employments exist in sufficient numbers in the area of the  claimant’s

residence to provide him with a reasonable expectation of obtaining regular

gainful employment, should an effort be made.  The fact that these positions

may start at less wages than the claimant was earning at the time of his

compensable injuries  is irrelevant, in regard to temporary total disability.

In summary, I find that the claimant has failed to prove that he continued

to be temporarily totally disabled, as a result of the effects of any of his

compensable injuries, after June 7, 2007. Thus, I have no alternative but to

deny his claim for additional temporary total disability benefits.

FINDINGS OF FACT & CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

1. The Arkansas Workers' Compensation Commission has jurisdiction of

this claim.

2. On October 12, 2006, the relationship of employee-self insured

employer-third party administrator existed between the parties.

3.  On October 12, 2006, the claimant earned wages sufficient to entitle

him to weekly compensation benefits of $488.00 for total disability and $366.00

for permanent partial disability.

4.  On October 12, 2006, the claimant sustained compensable injuries to

his neck, low back, right knee, and right shoulder.

5.  The claimant has failed to prove that he sustained a compensable

injury to his left knee, on October 12, 2006.  Specifically, he has failed to

establish by medical evidence, which is supported by objective findings, the

actual existence of any physical injury to his left knee. He has further failed to
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prove the occurrence of any physical injury to his left knee that arose out of

and occurred in the course of his employment on October 12, 2006, that was

caused by a specific incident, that is identifiable by time and place of

occurrence, that caused internal or external physical harm to his body, or that

required medical services or resulted in disability. Thus, the claimant would not

be entitled to any benefits, under the Act, for the alleged employment related

injury to his left knee. 

6.  The medical services provided to the claimant for his compensable

neck, low back, right knee, and right shoulder injury by and at the direction of

Dr. Terry Clark, by and at the direction of Dr. Kevin  Rudder, and by and at the

direction of Dr. Thomas Cheyne, all represent reasonably necessary medical

services within the meaning of Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-508.  This specifically

includes the medical services that have been previously recommended by Dr.

Cheyne for the claimant’s compensable neck and low back injuries, which have

not yet been provided.  The respondents liability for these services is controlled

by the Commission’s medical fee schedule.

7.  All appropriate temporary total disability benefits have apparently

been paid through June 6, 2007, and no dispute presently exists over such

benefits.

8.  The claimant has failed to prove that he is entitled to additional

temporary total disability benefits for any of his compensable injuries on and

after June 7, 2007. Specifically, he has failed to prove that on and after that

date he continued within his healing period from the effects of any of his

compensable injuries and was also rendered totally disabled from regular

gainful employment by such injuries.
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9.  The compensable injury to the claimant’s right knee resulted in a

permanent physical impairment of 20 percent to the entire leg.  The claimant

is entitled to permanent partial disability benefits for this loss.

10. The respondents have denied the occurrence of any compensable

injury to the claimant’s left knee or right shoulder and have controverted his

entitlement to any benefits attributable to such injuries. The respondents have

also controverted the claimant’s entitlement to any additional temporary total

disability benefits on and after June 7, 2007.

11. As no controverted indemnity benefits have herein been awarded to

the claimant, no controverted attorney’s fee can be awarded to the claimant’s

attorney, at this time.

ORDER

The respondents are liable for the expense of all reasonably necessary

medical services required by the claimant for the compensable injuries to his

neck, low back, right knee, and right shoulder.  This includes the additional

medical services previously recommended by Dr. Cheyne (for the claimant’s

compensable neck and low back injuries) that have not yet been provided.  The

respondents liability for these medical services is controlled by the

Commission’s medical fee schedule.  

For the reasons heretofore set forth in this Opinion, any claim for workers’

compensation benefits attributable to an alleged injury to the claimant’s left

knee must be and hereby are denied and dismissed.

For the reasons  heretofore set forth in this Opinion, the present claim for

additional temporary total disability benefits must be denied.

All benefits herein awarded, which have heretofore accrued, are payable

in a lump sum without discount.
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This award shall bear the maximum legal rate of interest until paid.

IT IS SO ORDERED.   

                                                                                     
                      MICHAEL L. ELLIG

                                      ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE                     
         


